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Abstract

Dialect recognition is a challenging and multifaceted problem.

Distinguishing between dialects can rely upon many tiers of in-

terpretation of speech data—e.g., prosodic, phonetic, spectral, and

word. High-accuracy automatic methods for dialect recognition

typically use either phonetic or spectral characteristics of the in-

put. A challenge with spectral system, such as those based on

shifted-delta cepstral coefficients, is that they achieve good perfor-

mance but do not provide insight into distinctive dialect features.

In this work, a novel method based upon discriminative training

and phone N -grams is proposed. This approach achieves excel-

lent classification performance, fuses well with other systems, and

has interpretable dialect characteristics in the phonetic tier. The

method is demonstrated on data from the LDC and prior NIST lan-

guage recognition evaluations. The method is also combined with

spectral methods to demonstrate state-of-the-art performance in di-

alect recognition.

Index Terms: Dialect Recognition, Support Vector Machines

1. Introduction

Dialect recognition research has had a varied structure in the

literature. In the Linguistics community, research has emphasized

finding dialect cues that describe variation, e.g. [1]. These cues

can be at different tiers of analysis—word usage, phonetic varia-

tion, prosodic variation, etc. The advantage of this approach is that

it gives a specific inventory of features to use in determining the

dialect of a speaker. The disadvantage is that the process of anno-

tating and finding characteristics of dialects by human listeners is

time-consuming and relies upon extensive expertise.

In the speech engineering community, work has been per-

formed on automatic methods for dialect, language and accent

recognition, e.g. [2, 3, 4]. Methods based on purely spectral fea-

tures such as shifted-delta cepstral coefficients give good perfor-

mance but are difficult to interpret. Therefore, in this work, we

explore a new class of methods based on discriminative SVMmod-

eling of N -grams of phones. These SVM methods provide inter-

pretable phone-strings that are indicative of a dialect. This in-

terpretable approach bridges some of the gap between Linguistic

analysis and automatic methods; it may also supplement known

dialect cue inventories from Linguistics.

The basis for our method is a token-based support vector ma-

chine (SVM) system which has been used in many speaker and

language tasks [5, 6, 7]. Input speech is first converted to either a

sequence (1-best) or lattice of tokens and then N -gram analysis is

performed. The resulting analysis is used with SVM sequence ker-

nels to predict class labels—in our case, dialect or language. Re-

cent work in N -gram selection [3] with phone tokens has proved
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accurate for language processing. We extend this approach to di-

alect recognition.

In this work, we also explore the combination of our system

with recent spectral approaches [2] to achieve state-of-the-art per-

formance. Generally, both spectral and token models of language

contribute significantly to the overall performance of a system. We

demonstrate that this trend continues in the case of dialect recog-

nition.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2.1, we de-

scribe our phone recognizer and lattice processing methods. Sec-

tion 2.2 outlines the basic SVM approach to dialect classification.

Section 3 outlines our approach to high-order N -gram processing

and also feature selection. Finally, in Section 4, we demonstrate

our method providing quantitative equal error rate (EER) perfor-

mance and qualitative analysis of interesting N -grams.

2. Phonotactic Classification

2.1. Phone Recognition

The tokenizer component of our system is a phone recognizer

based upon the Brno University (BUT) design [8]. The basic ar-

chitecture of this system is a three state monophone HMM system

with a null grammar. This system uses two powerful components

to achieve high accuracy. First, split temporal context (STC) fea-

tures provide contextual cues for modeling monophones. Second,

the BUT recognizer uses discriminatively trained feedforward arti-

ficial neural nets (ANNs) to model HMM state posterior probabil-

ities.

We developed a 49 phone English tokenizer using the BUT

architecture and automatically generated STT transcripts on the

Switchboard 2 Cell corpora [9]. Training data consisted of ap-

proximately 10 hours of speech. ANN training was accomplished

using the ICSI Quicknet package.

The BUT recognizer is used along with the HTK HMM

toolkit [10] to produce lattices. The lattices encode multiple hy-

potheses with acoustic likelihoods. We use the lattices to produce

expected counts of tokens and token N -grams,

count(di|L) = EW [count(di|W )] =
X

W∈L
p(W |L) count(di|W ),

(1)

where L is the lattice, W is a possible path through the lattice,

and di is an N -gram phone sequence in the lattice. The expected

counts can be computed efficiently by a forward-backward algo-

rithm; more details can be found in [11].

A useful application of expected counts is to find the probabil-

ity of an N -gram in a lattice. For a lattice, L, the joint probability
of an N -gram, di, is

p(di|L) = count(di|L)
P

j count(dj |L)
(2)

where the sum in (2) is performed over all unique N -grams in the
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utterance. Note that the denominator in (2) is approximately con-

stant asN varies. This observation is key for computing probabili-

ties ofN -grams, since we can compute the sum once for unigrams

and then use it for higher order N -grams.

2.2. Discriminative Class Modeling with SVMs

Token-based class recognition using SVMs can be performed in

several ways [7, 12]. We focus on an approach which is similar

to [6, 12]. In [6], a token sequence, W = w1, · · · , wN , is mod-

eled using a bag-of-N -grams. For a sequence of tokens, (joint)

probabilities of the unique N -grams, dj , on a per conversation ba-

sis are calculated, p(dj |W ). Then, the probabilities are mapped to

a sparse vector with entries

Djp(dj |W ). (3)

The selection of the weighting, Dj , in (3) is critical for good per-

formance. A typical choice has form

Dj = min

„

Cj , gj

„

1

p(dj |all)

««

(4)

where gj(·) is a function which squashes the dynamic range, and

Cj is a constant. The probability p(dj |all) in (4) is calculated from
the observed probability across all classes. We choose gj(x) =√
x and Cj =∞.

The general weighting of probabilities is then combined to

form a kernel between two lattices, see [6] for more details. For

two lattices, L1 and L2, the kernel is

K(L1,L2) =
X

j

D2
jp(dj |L1)p(dj |L2). (5)

The normalization Dj ensures that N -grams with large probabili-

ties do not dominate the kernel function.

Incorporating the kernel (5) into an SVM system is straightfor-

ward. SVM training and scoring require only a method of kernel

evaluation between two objects that produces positive definite ker-

nel matrices (the Mercer condition). Training is performed with

a one-versus-rest strategy where each class is trained against the

remaining classes.

3. Discriminative N -Gram Selection

3.1. SVM Feature Selection

A first step towards an algorithm for automaticN -gram generation

using phones is to examine feature selection methods. Ideally, we

would like to select over all possible N -grams, where N is vary-

ing, the most discriminative sequences for determining the dialect

of a speech segment. The number of features in this case is pro-

hibitive, since it grows exponentially with N . Therefore, we have

to consider alternate methods.

As a first step, we examine feature selection for fixed N and

token sequences with N or less phones. Suppose that we have a

set of candidate N -grams. Since we are already using an SVM, a

natural algorithm for discriminative feature selection in this case is

to use a wrapper method [13].

Suppose that the optimized SVM solution is

f(X) =
X

i

αiK(X,Xi) + c (6)

and

w =
X

i

αib(Xi) (7)

where b(Xi) is the vector of weightedN -gram probabilities in (3).

We note that the kernel given in (5) is linear. Also, the N -

gram probabilities have been normalized in (3) by their probability

across the entire data set. Intuitively, because of this normalization

and since f(X) = wtb(X) + c, large magnitude entries in w
correspond to significant features.

A confirmation of this intuitive idea is the algorithm of Guyon,

et al. [14]. Guyon proposes an iterative wrapper method for feature

selection for SVMs which has these basic steps:

• For a set of features, S, find the SVM solution with model

w.

• Rank the features by their corresponding model entries w2
i .

Here, wi is the ith entry ofw in (7).

• Eliminate low ranking features.

The algorithm may be iterated multiple times.

Guyon’s algorithm for feature selection can be used for pick-

ing significant N -grams. We can create a kernel which is the sum

of kernels as in (5) up to the desired N . We then train an SVM

and rankN -grams according to the magnitude of the entries in the

SVM model vector,w.

3.2. N -gram Feature Selection

The algorithm in Section 3.1 gives a method for N -gram selec-

tion for fixed N . One possible hypothesis for N -gram selection

is that since higher order N -grams are discriminative, lower order

N -grams contained in these sequences will also be discriminative.

Therefore, it makes sense to find distinguishing lower order N -

grams and then construct longer units from these. On the basis of

this idea, we propose the following algorithm for feature building:

N -gram Building Algorithm

• Start with an initial value ofN = Ns. Initialize the set, S ′
N ,

to all possible N -grams of phones for this N . For exam-

ple, S ′
3 would be the set of all possible trigrams (this is a

relatively small set for a phone decoder).

• Wrapper StepRank the features according to the algorithm

in Section 3.1 and select the topM distinguishingN -grams,

SN,M ⊂ S ′
N .

• Filter Step Construct a new set of (N + 1)-grams by jux-

taposing elements from SN,M with all phones. Nominally,

we take this step to be juxtaposition on the left and right,

S ′
N+1 = {pd, dq|d ∈ SN,M , p ∈ S1, q ∈ S1}.

• SetN ← N + 1, iterate the wrapper and filter steps to some

desired order N

• Output: S ′
N

A few items should be noted about the proposed N -gram

building algorithm. In our version of the Guyon’s algorithm, we

select only the top M ranking features. We call the second feature

selection process a filter step, since induction has not been applied

to produce the (N+1)-gram features. Note that the purpose of the

filter step is to provide a candidate set of possible (N + 1)-grams

which can then be more systematically reduced. Several poten-

tial algorithms exist for the filter step. In our experiments and in

the algorithm description, we nominally append one phone to the

beginning and end of an N -gram.
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4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental setup

We used three dialect tasks for evaluating our N -gram selection

approach: English (Indian/American), Mandarin Chinese (Tai-

wan/mainland) and Arabic (Gulf/Iraqi/Levantine). Both the En-

glish and Mandarin Chinese tasks were parts of the NIST 2007 lan-

guage recognition evaluation (LRE), whereas the Arabic task was

created using an LDC/Appen corpus. The task and data sets used

for English and Arabic are described in more detail in [2]. Three

data sets are used for each task: one each for training, development

and evaluation. For the Mandarin Chinese task, the training data

consisted of 404 utterances which were drawn from the CallFriend

corpus and the OHSU portion of the 2005 LRE data set, 814 devel-

opment utterances (used for training a backend) coming from the

2003 and 2005 LRE’s, and 158 evaluation utterances coming from

the 2007 LRE.

4.2. Experimental Results

The experimental results for the three dialects tasks using the N -

gram feature selection algorithm are presented in Table 1. The

values used for M are given in parentheses. A standard trigram

language model and SVM are included in the table for comparison.

Each system uses a backend that is trained on a held-out develop-

ment data set. We also included a column of fusion results with

two acoustic models: an MMI/GMM system and an SVM/GSV

system [2]. We ran two variations of the English system: one

which uses only Indian and American accented English and one

that includes additional Hindustani data. The second configuration

was used to train the acoustic models and generally leads to better

performance. We included the first configuration for the purpose

of analyzing the top ranking N -grams.

For all dialects, we see a significant gain for the 4-gram SVM

system over the trigram LM and SVM. The only exception is when

the Hindustani data is excluded in training the English model. In

all other cases the relative improvement is between 10% and 30%.

When we look at the fused results we also see significant gains in

performance ranging from 8% for English up to 19% for Mandarin

and Arabic. While there is a gain for including Hindustani data

in training the SVMs, this gain disappears when we fuse with the

acoustic model which always uses the Hindustani data for training.

5-gram results are included in the table as well, but we have yet to

see a gain for these models [3].

4.3. N -gram Analysis

In previous work [3], we examined the top ranking N -grams from

the SVM to see if we could deduce which words or phrases (“key-

words”) discriminated the most between the different classes. In

our current work we extend this approach by examining instances

where a top rankingN -gram aligns with the data corresponding to

the support vectors that contribute the most to that N -grams over-

all ranking. Specifically, from (3) a feature j has the weight wj :

wj =
X

i

wi,j , wi,j = αibj(Xi)

We rank the support utterances corresponding to the jth N -gram

by wi,j excluding members with wi,j ≤ 0.

For each of the three dialects, we selected 5 of the top ranking

N -grams and examined 10 of the highest ranking support utter-

ances for each one. For each selectedN -gram, the time alignments

contributing the largest amount to the total count were examined by

a native speaker of that language. The results of this analysis are

summarized in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

Table 1: Results for the three dialect tasks English, Mandarin and

Arabic (English* LM/SVM are without the Hindustani data)

L1 System N
+Acoustic

EER DCF EER DCF

E
n
g
li
sh
*

Acoustic x 9.06 8.75 x x

LM 3 16.88 15.47 7.50 7.50

SVM 3 15.62 14.84 7.81 7.34

SVM(600) 4 16.88 16.41 6.88 6.72

SVM(2400) 5 16.56 16.41 7.50 7.19

E
n
g
li
sh

Acoustic x 9.06 8.75 x x

LM 3 20.31 18.12 10.00 9.38

SVM 3 10.62 9.22 7.50 7.50

SVM(600) 4 8.75 8.59 6.88 6.88

SVM(2400) 5 11.56 11.25 6.88 6.56

M
an
d
ar
in

Acoustic x 12.10 11.47 x x

LM 3 21.43 20.46 10.82 10.82

SVM 3 13.22 12.91 10.77 10.77

SVM(1200) 4 10.67 10.67 8.85 8.53

SVM(4800) 5 16.54 15.58 10.77 9.51

A
ra
b
ic

Acoustic x 3.11 2.81 x x

LM 3 17.96 16.70 2.76 2.76

SVM 3 8.49 8.44 2.76 2.73

SVM(1200) 4 7.39 7.12 2.24 2.07

SVM(1200) 5 8.23 7.98 2.24 2.06

One of the difficulties in interpreting the N -gram analysis is

that the three dialect data sets have a relatively small amount of

training data. This makes it hard to determine whether the high-

est ranking features are discriminating between the target dialects,

or whether they are discriminating between some set of speaker

dependent characteristics. Another possible problem is that the

data collected for a given dialect might have some channel arti-

facts associated with the dialects region. However, while it seems

likely that these issues complicate the analysis of our system to

some extent, the overall performance gain for the system on the

dialect recognition task gives us a reason to believe that the top

rankingN -grams may hold some interesting insights into the types

of phonotactic phenomena that discriminate between the dialects

themselves.

The results in Table 2 for English are similar to the results we

reported in [3] for the English model in a general language recogni-

tion task. That is, the five top rankingN -grams which discriminate

American accented English from Indian accented English also ap-

pear to discriminate American English from other languages (e.g.

“you know”, “people”, “I think”). The analysis of the Indian ac-

cented model is a bit more subtle. The top 3N -grams in the model

correspond to the word “yeah” occurring at the beginning of an

utterance with the “y” phone cut off. In listening to this data, it ap-

peared that the “y” either had a very short duration or was cut off

by the speech activity detector. The Indian model also has an N -

gram corresponding to the word “people”, but it occurs only at the

end of an utterance and the rank is lower indicating that the word

is not used as much by the Indian speakers. The last word in Table

2 may be a speaker artifact since there’s no apparent reason why

Indian speakers would say “hi” or “I” more frequently than Ameri-

can speakers at the beginning of an utterance. In general it appears

as though the N -grams for the American speakers are more likely

to be related to the difference in dialect than the N -grams of the

Indian speakers.

The results for Taiwan Mandarin versus Mainland Mandarin in

Table 3 have a few interesting entries on the Taiwan side. The word
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Table 2: Top ranking English 5-grams

Dialect rank N -gram word
A
m
er
ic
an

1 -|Y|UW|N|OW
you know3 Y|UW|N|N|OW

4 Y|UW|N|OW|OW
2 P|IY|P|AX|L people

5 AY|TH|IH|NX|K I think

In
d
ia
n

1 !|IY|FPU|AX|-
yeah2 !|IY|FPU|FPU|-

3 !|IY|FPU|-|FPU
4 P|IY|P|AX|! people

5 !|-|HH|AY|AY hi / I

Table 3: Top ranking Mandarin 4-grams

Dialect rank N -gram word meaning text

T
ai
w
an 1 !|-|K|UH ke yi I can 可以

3 T|HH|AY|W tsai wu finances 財務

Taiwan Taiwan 臺灣

M
ai
n
la
n
d 1 !|-|FPU|FPU

oh/uh/ah <fillers> N/A
2 !|-|AA|FPU
3 !|-|AA|FPU
4 !|-|AA|FPU

“ke yi” at the beginning of an utterance was used more frequently

by the Taiwan speakers as a positive response to the other speaker

(equivalent to “yes, I can” in American English). Our native Chi-

nese analyst confirmed that the use of “ke yi” in this context is

more common in Taiwan Mandarin. Not surprisingly, an N -gram

came up that corresponded to the word Taiwan. Perhaps a bit more

surprisingly, the sameN -gram also corresponded to the word “tsai

wu” (meaning “financial matters”). The top four N -grams on the

mainland side appear to reflect a speaker trait of using frequent

filled pauses. Therefore, we suspect that most of the dialect dis-

crimination for the Mandarin task is coming from the Taiwan data.

The Levantine and Iraqi Arabic dialects in Table 4 also show

an interesting pattern. The top four N -grams of these two dialects

both correspond to the dialect specific word for “yes” occurring at

the beginning of a speech segment. We looked for a similar word

for the Gulf Arabic dialect, but it didn’t rank as high in the list as

the Iraqi and Levantine versions. The three top ranking N -grams

for Gulf Arabic appear to correspond to cut off speech segments

which we believe is a property of the telephone channel. We were

interested to see the fifth top ranking Iraqi N -gram corresponded

to the word for “call” (as in phone call).

5. Conclusions

The discriminative N -gram selection algorithm presented in this

paper has been shown to achieve a considerable performance gain

over conventional phonotactic models even when fused with state-

of-the-art acoustic models. Further analysis of the selected N -

grams and their corresponding speech samples lead to some in-

teresting findings into the differences at the word usage tier, for

example the different words for “yes” in Arabic that occur at the

beginning of a speech segment, or the word for “I can” used by a

Taiwan Mandarin speaker.
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Table 4: Top ranking Arabic 4-grams

Dialect rank N -gram word meaning text

G
u
lf

1 AE|T|-|!
N/A <cut-off> N/A2 OH|T|-|!

3 AH|T|-|!

9 !|-|EY|Y aywah yes أيوه

Ir
aq
i

1 !|-|AE|EY

eyh yes 2إي -|AE|AE|EY
3 -|AE|EY|EY
4 AE|EY|IY|-

5 K|HH|OH|B khaaber call خابر

L
ev
an
ti
n
e 1 !|-|FPU|FPU

aaah yes 2آه !|-|FPU|OW
3 -|FPU|FPU|OW
4 -|FPU|FPU|FPU
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